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Abstract

In cloud computing environments, the database is dynamic and real-time features, and
in data access it has been a Gordian knot of cloud computing research; because in the ant
colony algorithm that ants finding food shares similar correlation with cloud computing
node finding the access to the database. Therefore, the introduction of ant colony
algorithm into cloud computing database, the introduction of the chaos function in the
pheromone update, both will make the improved pheromone avoid the possibility of
getting into local convergence, and hence improve the efficiency of database access in the
cloud computing, reduce the load in the cloud computing. The simulation results show
that the algorithm in this paper has been significantly improved in terms of cloud
computing network queries and database consumption, and greatly improved the
efficiency of cloud computing.
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1. Introduction
As the concept of cloud computing emerges, the network model, combining distributed
concept with grid technology, has been widely applied, and the emergence of cloud
computing can help cloud users use various resources under the cloud environment
according to the demands [1]. How to best make users have access to data in the cloud
database has always been a focus of the study. Owing to the dynamic and distributive
natures of cloud computing, the database under cloud computing environment differs
significantly from the traditional database. Besides, the emergence of cloud computing
database has broken the traditional centralized, static and non-extendable storage method,
and has won more and more attention.
Literature [2] proposed a CCRP algorithm. Based on the characteristics of data storage
in the cloud computing database, this algorithm first applied continuous reading feature to
date in query scheduling, solved the idle system resources in the cloud computing
compared to other algorithms, and the simulation experiments proved that CCRP
algorithm was superior to other algorithms in system utilization rate and system
performance. Literature [3] proposed to combine ant colony algorithm with the cloud
database, rapidly and reasonably find the database required to access from the cloud
database through pheromone evaporation, and improved the efficiency of cloud
computing. Literature [4] proposed a new cloud relational database platform, described
the vertical mechanism and horizontal mechanism of data, and the experimental results
showed that the cloud relational database platform had good reliability, extendibility and
usability. Literature [4] proposed a tree-based cloud database. The database organized and
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retrieved data in the form of tree, reorganized the existing data storage method in the form
of tree, and satisfied the requirements over data storage and retrieval. However, it had the
weaknesses of higher data retrieval costs, so that it was impossible to implement cloud
computing database retrieval under big data. Literature [6] proposed the best practice and
the actual operating technical indicators for database cloud platform in
telecommunications companies. In foreign counties, Google uses the computer cluster
composed of cheap PCs, and achieved the GFS distributed, BigTable distributed and
MapReduce [7-9] environments, in order to handle big data in the cloud database as many
as possible. Literature [10] proposed a performance function based on Session and content
ratings, took full account of the customer priority, and improved the database access
efficiency.
The traditional ant colony algorithm is a discrete optimization to solve NP problems,
which is a good solution to the traditional static combination optimization problems.
Based on the traditional ant colony algorithm, this paper improves the ant colony
algorithm, and the improved ant colony algorithm has good advantages in solving the
access of cloud computing database. The simulation results show that the presented
algorithm can effectively reduce the access time of cloud computing database and
enhance the access efficiency of cloud computing network.

2. Relevant Knowledge
2.1 Ant Colony Algorithm
Ant colony algorithm is a swarm intelligence and bionic optimization algorithm, which
is mainly used to solve complex combination optimization problems. It is characterized
by intelligent search, global optimization and distributed computing. Ant colony
algorithm means that ants leave a secretion called pheromone on the path of seeking food,
and other ants will choose a path according to the pheromone secretion. As a result, many
ants travel down a certain path within a short time, forming a positive feedback
mechanism and thus producing the shortest path from the colony to a food source.
2.2 Description of Cloud Database Problems
Cloud computing database consists of mass databases distributed in various parts.
However, the actual cloud database has the following problems. On the one hand, a part
of databases are stored in the fixed cloud server, whereas the other parts are stored in the
mobile intermediate service providers. These mobile service providers continuously
interact with cloud computing with the joined or quit cloud nodes. On the other hand,
could computing has cloud nodes or link failures at any time and new cloud nodes and
links join in, which bring big difficulties to the access to resources in the cloud database.
Therefore, how to achieve data access in this dynamic environment has become a key to
solving problems.
The user query operation process of cloud database is as follows:
(1) Cloud users send the contents to be queried to the database server through the
network;
(2) Cloud server processes SQL commands sent by the users and distribute data
sub-commands to each storage cloud nodes through pre-processing.
(3) Each storage cloud node interacts between the different nodes after receiving SQL
commands.
(4) Upload the query results of each cloud node to the cloud server for summary.
(5) Return to users and complete the query after server making summary.
In the process the user query, there are many factors involving the query efficiency,
such as time for users transmitting to server, server resolved time, time for server sending
to nodes, query time between nodes and time for nodes feedback to server. In order to best
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guarantee the efficiency of the user access to the database, the key question is how do
nodes find the required resources from the database. The process of resources seeking is
to quickly and safely seek an optimal path from the cloud starting point to the end point,
which is very similar to the food seeking process of ant colony algorithm in reality. In ant
colony algorithm, after ants seeking foods, the process from source node to the original
node is equivalent to cloud users sending requests to the database, and the process of
recording returning from the database is obtained. In this process, different nodes obtained
from different positions is equivalent to the database nodes in cloud computing.
Since the cloud computing adopts the column storage to manage data, it is very
important to make query scheduling for the database in cloud computing. The data query
process in cloud computing is combined with the flow distribution, congestion control and
route selection processes in cloud computing. Compared with traditional static databases,
the cloud computing database gives more consideration to dynamic and real-time storage.
The routing table records the information required for the routing algorithm, which can
ensure that the scale of the cloud computing database can seek the optimal solution under
certain conditions. However, if the cloud computing database has a relatively large scale,
it may be impossible to seek the optimal solution. Obviously, it is an inevitable trend for
the increased scale of cloud computing database, which cannot reach the accuracy of
routing algorithm to some extent. Therefore, the access to cloud computing database is the
combination optimization problem in planning.

3 Application of the Algorithm in Cloud Computing Database
3.1 State Transition
Combined with the features of ant colony algorithm, assuming that m represents the
database number in cloud computing, dij represents the distance between the cloud
database i and the cloud database j , ij  1/ dij stands for the heuristic information,

 ij is the amount of pheromone between ij , and pijk (t ) is the possibility of k th
request at t in the cloud database i to query the cloud database j , then

[ ij (t )] [ij (t )]
, j  allowed kj



pijk    [ is (t )] [is (t )]
(1)
 sallowedk
0, otherwise
In the equation, the log sheet tabukj (k  1, 2,....m, j  1, 2.......n) is used to represent
the record j having access to the k th database, being used for the current traveling
database set of database record j , and allowed  {C  tabukj } represents the record
j can have access to the next database k .  and  respectively represent the

weights of  and  in computing. If  =0, the database nearest to the access request
may be first accessed. If  =0, when the pheromone in ant colony algorithm works, it
becomes a heuristic search algorithm. When all access records have searched all databases,
the pheromone similar to the ant colony algorithm will be updated.
3.2 Updating Rules for Traditional Pheromone
m

 ij (t  1)  (1   ) ij (t )    ijk (t )

(2)

k 1

In Equation (2),  represents the factor of pheromone evaporation, and  ijk (t )
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represents the trail (pheromone) that the j th record has access to the database k and
traveling through the path i, j at t .

Q

 ijk (t )   Lkj
0

Where,

Q
Lkj

(3)

represents the ratio of length between node access database j and the

database k , where, Lkj represents the number of database accessed by the j th record.
In the previous ant colony algorithm, an optimal solution can be obtained through the
positive feedback mechanism. However, as the path ( nodes in cloud computing) increases,
it is easy to cause relatively long searching time. If the recorded node access trails
(pheromones) are centralized to the optimal path, the stagnation problem will be emerged
easily and the local optimal solution is obtained. The optimal query to the database access
records in the cloud database may not be necessarily achieved, and thus lose the query to
the optimal solution.
3.3 Improved Pheromone Rules
Since the ant colony algorithm convergence is slow, the ants cannot be guided to the
optimal solution to a certain extent, which is largely influenced by pheromones. The
pheromone updating cannot guide the generation of optimal solution from a global
perspective, cannot guide the cloud nodes correctly access the cloud database from the
perspective of cloud computing database, or it has the problems of low access inefficiency.
The pheromone updating in the ant colony algorithm cannot accurately reflect the path, it
cannot reflect the recorded accurate database access in the cloud computing database, and
thus the optimal solution is affected. On this basis, this paper changes the pheromone
equation, namely, introduces chaos algorithm to the pheromone updating. The idea of
chaos algorithm is to compare in the traversal process, save the relatively good solution in
the comparison process and seek the optimal solution in the iteration search process. Ideas
are as follows:
3.4 Algorithm Description
In the ant colony algorithm, the process of ants seeking food is the process of cloud
nodes access to the data in server. This part combines the database query with the ant
colony algorithm, and the algorithm steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialization: Place the ants of simulation node access on a cloud node x , list
the end point server node information to the log sheet tabukj , set the maximum
frequency of ant food seeking nodes as Max; meanwhile, find whether the node x
belongs to the feasible node region Feasiblei . If feasible, go to Step 2
Step 2: Take the current node x as the center, select the adjacent selection strategy
and go to the next node y . The node y belongs to Feasiblei , then the node y
constitutes a combination { yi } , the nodes select according to the possibility value of
adjacent nodes, and select the node with relatively larger possibility value as the cloud
node x and as the next node.
Step 3: According to the pheromone and other information in the ant colony algorithm
left by ant in the traveling process, as time goes by, pheromone updating will follow the
formula (2) for local updating, and leave pheromone for subsequent ants, in order to
provide reference to the database query of other nodes in the cloud computing and reduce
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the access time.
Step 4: After the request sent by node x is replied, the global pheromone updating
rule, as mentioned in Section 4.3, is used for the query pheromone in the shortest path,
then update and save.
Step 5: According to the definition of ant colony algorithm, check whether the node
access requirement in cloud computing is replied by server. If yes, go to Step 6. If not, go
to Step 2.
Step 6: Find the path, the server returned node information returns to the starting
position of node x along the original path.

4. Experiment and Analysis
In order to prove superiority of the algorithm, this paper conducts the simulation
experiment in the VC ++ 6.0 design environment, and uses six sets of computers
configured as CPU Core i32.2G, DDR4G memory and 500G hard disk. One set of PC is
selected as a server to control the database system, whereas the rest five sets are installed
with SQL Server2008 as the data storage nodes. This paper mainly applies system analog
data for experimental data collection, sets the capacity of access data between [50M,
100M], makes comparison between two indicators of the data access network
consumption time and data access time, which compares the Literature [6] algorithm with
Literature [10] algorithm.

Figure 1. Comparison of Network Consumption Time

Figure 2. Data Access Time
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Figure 3. Node Access Efficiency
According to Figure 1-3, compared with the Literature [6] algorithm with Literature [10]
algorithm, the presented algorithm is significantly improved in terms of network
consumption time, database access time and node access efficiency, which is mainly
caused by the pheromone updating improvement in ant colony algorithm so as to avoid
the possibility of local optimal solution, make the time for targeting database of node
access reduce and effectively decrease the network consumption.

5. Conclusion
This paper combines the ant colony algorithm with cloud computing database, and
simulates the record query process of node access database in cloud computing as the
process of food seeking. First of all, this paper improves the pheromone based on the ant
colony algorithm, enables the improved pheromone to effectively prevent the possibility
of local convergence, conducts the simulation experiment, and further proves that the
presented algorithm is significant improved in terms of query and network consumption
in the cloud computing database as compared to the literature algorithms, which provides
a reference for the database query in the cloud computing environment.
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